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Pulsar wavefronts at time t = T’0+(t  T’0)
un
Reference SSB position
at time t = T’0+(t  T’0)
pulsar spatial period: Dp=c/fn
x
position at time t
spatial phase: d/Dp
(at time t )
spatial phase at time t
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Block diagram based on real signals
Equivalent block diagram based on complex signals
exp(  j2  fct)
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TIMING ERROR vs. SNR for maximum search
Lower Thresh. 
low−SNR CRLB 
saturation: a priori error 
High SNR floor 
True ML error 
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A PRIORI ERROR 
LOW−SNR CRLB
TRUE ML PERFORMANCE 
TRUE CRLB 
THRESHOLD 
HIGH−SNR NUMERICAL ERRORS (can be reduced) 
HIGH−SNR FLOOR OF CRLB 
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Low−SNR ML   
Square Timing
CRB          
J0437
J0030,J2124 
  SNR     
threshold 
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